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AUDITS, RETROFITS & UPGRADES REPLACEMENT PARTS
Although a well-built press structure can last for generations, internal systems (electrical, hydraulic, 
controls, etc.) will eventually become a limiting factor in your productivity. Whether you want to 
upgrade existing systems or add new capabilities like heated platens, Beckwood’s experienced Retrofit 
Team has the knowledge and capability to evaluate and upgrade any press system, no matter the 
manufacturer.  Our extensive audit and retrofit services include: 

Quickly and cost-effectively sourcing replacement parts for critical-path equipment is paramount for 
manufacturing success. That’s why we partner with top-tier suppliers and use high-quality cataloged 
components, making it easy for you to get the parts you need.  From rubber diaphragms and pad boxes 
to oil filters and beyond, our expert technicians can create a customized spare parts kit for any machine.   

SUPPLEMENTAL SERVICES
Press Installation & Relocation 
Whether your company is installing a new hydraulic press or planning a press move due to a facility 
expansion or relocation, Beckwood’s installation technicians are ready to help. Depending on your 
needs, we can work in tandem with your team to supplement the installation or provide full, turn-key 
services including rigging, electrical & hydraulic connections, oil filtering & filling, and more.

Training & Consultation
Expedite your learning curve with training a course designed exclusively for your machine and forming 
operations. Newly added staff, evolving process variables, or challenging forming contracts could all 
result in the need for additional training. No matter the reason, Beckwood is ready to help.

In addition to machinery training, we also offer process improvement consultation services. Using 
Six Sigma techniques, we will evaluate your workflow and provide recommendations to increase 
throughput and achieve your lean manufacturing goals. Our process improvement guidance will 
increase your profitability and simplify your manufacturing operations.

MAINTENANCE & SERVICE PACKAGES
As a manufacturer of new hydraulic press equipment, we understand the impact of unplanned 
downtime on every operation. To maximize uptime, our experienced Technical Support Team offers 
customized Preventive Maintenance Packages either as a supplement to your existing maintenance 
efforts or as a replacement for in-house maintenance of your hydraulic press equipment. 

Allow Beckwood’s team of factory-trained technicians to assess your equipment and define a PM 
schedule that works for your organization. After each PM visit, we will send a complete inspection 
report, including an oil sample analysis, and any recommended actions for improving your system’s 
performance and durability.

In addition to preventive maintenance packages, we also offer extended support plans and extended 
warranties on Beckwood-manufactured equipment to ensure your production isn’t interrupted due to 
unplanned downtime. Whether your press equipment was originally manufactured by us or another 
manufacturer, our support team will work with you to identify ways in which our press specialists can 
increase your operation’s efficiency and productivity.

Electrical, Hydraulic, Servo 
& Controls System Retrofits

Safety Upgrades & 
Used Press Audits

Heated Platen Upgrades Spare Parts Kits Rubber Pads & Diaphragms Hydraulic Oil & Filters
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Since 1976, Beckwood Press Company has been engineering, manufacturing, and servicing 
the world’s toughest hydraulic and servo-electric presses and specialty forming equipment. 
Our technicians are exhaustively trained in structural, hydraulic, electrical, and controls 
technologies to ensure your hydraulic equipment continues running long into the future. 
Because downtime isn’t an option.


